Introduction to UKT
ceramic self variable
heaters :
Around

2001 UKT pioneered an innovative

heating combination by introducing for the first
time a self variable ceramic heater into small
residential air/air heat-pumps.
At that time customers, begun to ask for higher
efficiency products possibly with reliable and
improved heating performance at outside chilly
temperatures.
The solution to improve heating performance of
small air/air heat pumps at low temperatures has
not been easy to find.
The main issu was the difficulty in transferring
effective heat from the outside into the indoor
ambient when the outside is chilled and indeed
there is not so much “heat” to pump in.
Residential air/air heat pumps in their nature
decrease heating performance as the outside
temperature freezes, the latent heat given by the
humidity becomes unusable and ineffective hardly
transferrable indoor, not to mention the limited
refrigerant properties.
As known at chilly conditions, little air/air heatpumps are subjected to perform defrosting cycles
approximately every 15-20 minutes, when that
happens the energy consumption is wasted and not
profitably used to generate effective heating.
The rated capacity of a residential HVAC is normally
given at 45°F (7°C) with 90% RH, positive
temperature with vaporized humidity or water mist.
At lower conditions the performance change and
manufacturers are usually reluctant to supply
heating capacity curves resulting both at
temperature as well as humidity changing.

The performance of an air/air heat pump at freezing
conditions is not constant and it is also influenced
negatively by the thickness of the ice accumulating
on the heat exchanger fins.
A thin Ice layer may reduce the capacity of heat
exchanging dramatically, subsequently air-flow get
obstructed too, ice thickness grows rapidly and
heating capacity go lost.
The heating capacity generated by small air/air heat
pumps in such conditions is therefore shared with
the defrosting cycles, in other words it results:
Effective heating = Q - ( Q x duration defrost in
minutes x n° of defrost cycles )/ 60 minutes
Where Q is the rated heating capacity per hour: It is
immediately possible to see that nominal heating
capacity at chilly temperatures, in facts, is never
available full time.
The defrost cycles could lead building
& Construction designers to expensive mistakes .
The nominal COP of a residential air/air heat-pump
is rated at specific fixed conditions despite the
external environment change continuously that in
temperature, humidity, wind, pressure, etc.
Customers spend electricity attempting to transfer
as much heat as possible from outdoor to the
indoor (despite the low level of performance at
chilly temperatures) and again spend energy to to
keep heat exchanger clean and efficient from ice.
In conclusion the small air/air heat pumps at chilly
temperature may record performance lower than a
cheap, cost effective, electrical heating element.
In brief to keep small heat pumps operating
effectively at chilly temperatures it is common use
to add ancillary heating devices, belts, rods, etc .
As a result the advantages of a little air/air heatpump get vanished.
Roughly the energy spent to force an air/air heat
pump to run without interruptions at chilly
temperatures is very close to that one required by
running a simple ventilated heating element indoor,
where are the advantages then ?
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The advantages are :
Small air/air heat pumps becomes economically
convenient when outside temperatures rise above
0°C (32°F) and preferably in presence of mist.

The outcome for the user is an
exceptional comfort level for the
entire season.

During middle seasons the outdoor temperature
average between 7°C (44°F) to 15°C (60°F) heating
performances may rise up to 3 to 5 times higher the
electrical input.

Historically UKT engineers friendly named such
heating device “Heating Boost Device” , HBD in
short, that for internal Company usage, without
imagine that it would become an acronym used also
by others.

“UKT found the perfect compromise
combining two different way of heating and
optimizing the best of each one”.

The combination of such multi- technologies makes
the UKT units extremely reliable at all conditions
minimizing running costs, maintenance and service.

It has been pure genius to introduce a PTC heating
element (Positive Temperature Coefficient heaters)
in series with the air-flow generated indoor by the
AC unit while working in heat pump mode.

In the last decade the variable heating elements
technology has been improved, at the present the
cost is certainly more affordable than 15 years ago.
During this period UKT has continued to develop its
expertise in this field.

The “variable heater” was calculated accordingly to
air flow and delta-temperature required that to
maintain the air temperature output around 130°F
to 160°F (55°- 70°C) .
The PTC heater can adjust its resistance and the
power (effective heating capacity) in order to keep
its surface temperature constant.

“If the heat generated by the heat pump is
sufficient to maintain a comfortable
temperature, than the PTC remain quite
inoperative with a low consumption, but at
the decreasing of the heat generated by the
heat pump, due to weather conditions, the
PTC gradually increase its power to
compensate the losses”
This feature can be used to generate heat at
constant temperature at variable electrical
consumption, integrating ceramic PTC capsules into
dedicated fin heat exchangers.
…”The combination of the two technologies
developedby UKT in 15 years experience make
it possible to compensate the variability of the
heat pump capacity maintaining a constant
ventilation temperature and effective heating
at all conditions”...

“The global market changes are now
requiring high efficiency products but at
the same time competitive prices, these
two conditions are often incompatible.
"UKT is not focused just in reducing
product value to attract customers, on
the contrary UKT focus on the reduction
of running cost of its products which will
pay back both in energy saving and
durability with a positive ecological fallout on the environment too”

Advantages of the ceramic heaters
This switch in components is what makes UKT more
advanced in comparison with standards :
Higher Levels of Safety :
Traditional wire heaters run at a wire
temperatures that can exceed 900°F (500°C).
UKT heaters instead are designed specifically to
run at a core temperature of 350°F (180°C).
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Further more the core of the UKT heater is
contained within the core of the ceramic heating
element integrated itself into a fin heat exchanger.

HBD also avoid overheating, when air flow is
obstructed the energy consumption rapidly
decrease itself.

As a result it is an extremely safe device definitively
stronger and more durable than traditional wire
heating elements; never reach conditions to ignite
fires neither can burn itself.

With HBD there are NO wires getting white-hot.

It does not require a degree to appreciate the
differences, this UKT system also eliminate the
unconfortable smell of burned dust.

How UKT prevent inappropriate
usage of its heating device :
Everyone at least one time dried clothes above
heating devices particularly in the residential usage
or more often in hotels.
Examples come every day also in offices activities
where employees use the upper surface of the
heating device to store personal gadgets, bags,
warm sandwiches, that during normal working time
and then forget them along the night.
At UKT we made of the “failure mode analysis” a
way of living, we strongly believe that "accidentsprevention" is the best way of designing.
Prestigious quality certifications or thermal fuses
are ineffective against an innocent candy or lunch
juices left melting into the electrical heater, or
worse, against cleaning or indoor perfumes.
If a wired white-hot heating element get exposed at
flammable liquids it exists the high possibility to get
a spontaneous fire or to produce a timed explosion
of flammable vapors, with catastrophic results,
definitively it would be preferable a different way to
get rid of your partner in that would be the plan.

“PTC stones adopted by UKT never reach
flammable temperatures and do not
generate heat at a constant rate like
heating wires do”. (*)

The sole service required will be that to clean
periodically the filters or he surface of the heating
heat exchanger to maintain a good air-flow if extraordinary maintenance would be required.

Energy saving
For the skeptical HBD still remains a variable
resistor fundamentally. If metered instantaneously
its energy efficiency ratio reflect 1:1 - it means if we
spend 2.0 kW electricity we get 2.0 kW heating, but
time matters too in room comfort …

..“The real running cost saving is given
by HOW it works once combined with
the other AC components”…
To prevent excesses, when room temperature rise
up to 74°F-77°F (24°-25°C) the electrical
consumption of the HBD decrease spontaneously,
that without generating discomfort as it may
happen with traditional wired heating elements, it
keep the output temperature fluctuating in
comfortable range reducing On-Off cycling
Therefore UKT units are designed to cut-off heatpump when electrical consumption is no more
effective to obtain a reasonable heating result.
In a full winter usage the difference in electricity
spent will be significant, particularly running
offices, large building or hotels.
At the same time when a room is left very cold (e.g
after a weekend) the user need to reach comfort
temperature and productivity as fast as possible.
The HBD can operate at 120% of its design capacity
at cold temperature and subsequently decrease its
power gradually once the indoor temperature
return to comfortable.

(*) This improvement anyway do not justify to drop flammable liquids into air conditioners, food, candies
or sugar or use it despite the ambient is saturated by flammable gasses.
Household electric devices may create serious injuries if used for different purposes, with negligence or
disrespect of the fundamental rules.
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Reduced running cost in
commercial activity such as hotels
or residences :
As often happens, final users do not care about
electrical consumption particularly when they have
not to pay for the electricity bill.

If the end user intends to force thermostat up to
30°C (86°F) at a certain point the heat introduced in
the indoor room per hour, will be in excess and
wasted through the walls.
Instead the HBD will gradually decrease its power
consumtion, it would be always possible to reach
abnormally high indoor temperature for a standard
use, if not properly limited, but the electrical
consumption would be spread in longer time
(assuming the room properly insulated to allow
that) , so reducing the peak of kW per hour
required .

For more info do not hesitate to contact UKT
info@ukt-indiana.com
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